Moshchun project

Modular houses for inhabitants of destroyed
Moshchun village near Kyiv, Ukraine

BACKGROUND
― Rotary clubs in Ukraine (District 2232) decided to focus one of the big projects on help in recovery of the
heroic village Moshchun near Kyiv, where the Russian advance on Kyiv was stopped; 85% of buildings in
Moshchun were destroyed or seriously damaged; 1st stage of this project is to supply up to 300 modular
houses as temporary shelter for families who lost their homes in order to survive during cold winter. In line
with other humanitarian projects in Ukraine, this project will show a good example for other humanitarian
organizations and local authorities, will demonstrate very visually capabilities and reliable support from
Rotary as global organization.
― Two Rotary clubs (RC Ivano-Frankivsk and RC Kyiv-City) are among initiators and implementation team , and
will ensure control within the project.
― All collected funds assign to reliable local producer of modular houses, creating additional working places.
― The initiators encourage Districts from international community to apply for a grant of $ 25’000 USD from the
RI Disaster Response Fund (DRF) in order to participate in this ‘Moshchun recovery project’ in Ukraine.
― UA Dream is the local Charity fund, major partner focused on this project, which is also raising funds to
restore the residential real-estate in Moshchun .

GOAL
It is planned that the project of Restoration of Moshchun village will be implemented in two stages:
― Stage One: Installation of modular housing as a means of temporary “relief” residence.
― Stage Two: In partnership with various donor organizations and leading real-estate developers and architects,
design and rebuild residential infrastructure + social infrastructure in the area. This is the long-term solution
and through beautiful, sophisticated design and craftsmanship, we hope to make the area a symbol of our
future, where we not only rebuild, but we rebuild better than ever before.
― We dream that Moshchun people will start to call it “Rotary village in Ukraine”.
CURRENT STATUS
― 3 Modular houses have already been installed on the place, 5 are in production.
― Modular house tech: ready-made module, to resemble a 20-foot shipping container. Its structure is entirely
built out of wood and fully assembled in the factory.
― Every modular house will have a plaque with the reference to Rotary district, which supported funding for
this house.
― Modular house is given for free of charge usage until the restoration of permanent housing.
― Cost of one modular house with its installation, some appliances and furniture (fridge, heater, bed, table, etc)
– $ 12’500 USD.

Media coverage
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/03/30/ukraine-frontline-town-military-routs-russians/
https://www.voanews.com/a/after-taking-the-brunt-battered-ukrainian-village-looks-to-rebuild-/6666411.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=Tnjr1z_2z3U
Contacts: PDG Sergii Zavadskyi:+380504690579, serhiy_zavadsky@yahoo.com
uadream.info@gmail.com https://www.uadream.fund/

2000 buildings were destroyed out of 2789
Source: https://rebuildua.net/moshchun

